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Voluntary Agreements
In many cases it isn’t necessary to
involve the police or the courts to solve
cases of antisocial behaviour Sometimes
it is enough simply to explain why a
particular type of behaviour is
unacceptable and to come up with a
model for acceptable behaviour or put
in place some steps to prevent the
antisocial behaviour happening again
That’s why we there is something we can
try before involving the courts  to agree
a contract between everybody involved
Contracts spell out what the problem is
and how the problem can be solved to
everybody’s satisfaction We ask
everybody involved to sign the contract
to show that they have agreed to follow
what it says
There are two types of contract:
 Acceptable Behaviour Contracts
(ABCs)
 Parenting Contracts

Acceptable Behaviour
Contract (ABC)
Acceptable Behaviour Contracts are
agreements made between people who
are responsible for antisocial behaviour
and agencies like the police or housing It

is a voluntary informal agreement and
so has no legal weight but it can still be
effective
Simply explaining the situation can make
the people involved appreciate how
serious antisocial behaviour can be and
by working out a solution together it has
a higher chance of success

A parenting contract is used to agree
standards that must be met both by the
parents and by the local education
authority or youth offending team in
supporting them
Again they are effective because we
explain just how the behaviour of the
parents or guardians is affecting the
young person and they agree to follow
the steps to improve

ABCs are normally made by  year
olds and we expect their parents or
guardians to countersign it Even though
it isn’t legally binding because the
person issued with an ABC has agreed
not to behave in certain antisocial ways
it can be prevent something becoming a
criminal matter

Parenting Orders

Most ABCs are successful in addressing a
young person’s behaviour but if they
aren’t further action can be taken in the
form of a Parenting Order or an ASBO

Parenting Orders work in the same way
as Parenting Contracts but because they
are issued by the courts they are legally
binding

Parenting Contract

Parents must comply with the
requirements of the order for up to 
months whether that means attending
counselling or guidance programmes

This is a voluntary agreement with a
parent or guardian Like an Acceptable
Behaviour Coontract it can apply where
a child or young person has been
referred to a youth offending team or
when they aren’t attending school and
part of the reason for this may be due to
the parents failing in their responsibility

If a voluntary parenting contract doesn’t
solve the problem then a similar legal
document a Parenting Order can be
issued by the courts

A parenting order will always be
considered when a young person of
under  years has committed a criminal
offence
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